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Abstract-  
Mixed ferrites based magnetic nanofluids are the contemporary materials for biomedical like magnetic fluid 

hyperthermia, memory devices, MRI, optical sensor, EMI shielding, switches and targeted drug delivery. In 

this present work, we have followed a new approach to investigate the field-induced structuration i.e magneto-

optical and spin dynamics in mixed ferrites based magnetic nanofluid at room temperature. A series of ZnxFe3-

xO4 (x=0,0.1,0.2,0.3 &0.4) magnetic nano-fluids with different Zn concentrations represented as were 

synthesized by the wet chemical method and oleic acid is used as surfactant to prevent the agglomeration of 

MNPs. Structural, optical, elastic, magnetic and spin dynamics characteristic of these ferrofluid have been 

investigated using XRD, HRTEM, SEM&EDS, FTIR, UV, VSM, PL and EPR etc. A in-house static magnetic-

optical experimental setup has been explore to perceive the structuration process due to stichometry based 

dipolar interaction of dispersed magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) under the influence of an external magnetic 

field. The diffraction fringes are observed in nanofluid when a green laser is passed from the diluted % 

nanofluid system It is interesting to observe that the fringes width changes with varying the Zn2+ doping 

concentration and along with the volume(%) fraction of nanofluid. Also, the variation of intensity of 

transmitted light has been corroborated with the forward scattering resulting from the Brownian motion of the 

MNPs. The room temperature microwave spins resonance studies exert the spin resonance drift with minimum 

doping concentration. In all samples a sharp resonance signal is observed and enhancement of peak-to-peak 

line width is a indication of the strong super-exchange interaction between the magnetic ions through oxygen 

ions. Therefore, the experiment validates the chain formation in nanofluid, as MNPs are almost working as 

mesoscopic cylinders resulting in specified scattering patterns at different volume(%) . We believe that this 

approach can pave a new pathway for the development of a tuneable optical filters, optical limiters, and various 

photonics applications [1,2]. 
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Figure-1 -Diffraction fringe patten of Magnetic nanofluid at  volume(1%). 
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